




AN INTENSE WAY OF LIVING



NAICCA Suspension Light, LAPIAZ Bathtub by MAISON VALENTINA, ELLA Puff by MAISON VALENTINA, CRISTAL LARZAC Surface by MAISON VALENTINA

https://www.brabbu.com/product/lighting/naicca/suspension-light/?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.brabbu.com/product/bathroom/lapiaz/bathtub/?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.maisonvalentina.net/en/products/puff/ella-puff?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.maisonvalentina.net/en/products/surfaces/cristal-larzac-surface?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
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KOI Washbasin by MAISON VALENTINA, KOI Mirror by MAISON VALENTINA, GALLIANO Pendant Light by DelightFULL, ORIGIN Three Hole Mixer by MAISON VALENTINA

https://www.maisonvalentina.net/en/products/mirrors/koi-mirror?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.maisonvalentina.net/en/products/mirrors/koi-mirror?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.brabbu.com/product/bathroom/koi/washbasin/?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.delightfull.eu/en/heritage/suspension/galliano-pendant?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.delightfull.eu/en/heritage/suspension/galliano-pendant?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
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Mid-Century Style has organic influences, simple shapes, emphasis 

on function, with simplicity and fine craftsmanship, peg legs and 

hardware. It uses expanses of glass, flat plans and a strong 

connection to nature. So naturally, on the image on the left, there 

are the KOI Washbasin and Mirror by Maison Valentina present. 

The Koi carp is a recurring symbol of Japanese culture and is 

highly appreciated for its decorative purposes. The mutation of its 

natural colours reveals the capacity to adapt to environments, so 

naturally, the KOI Side Table is also present (image above). With 

its base in brushed aged brass and a top in marble, harmonises 

perfectly with the KOI Rug beneath it. This hand-tufted botanical-

silk rug with neutral tones makes the MALAY Armchair pop with its 

green tufted fabric and aged brass legs. The BRUBECK Suspension 

Light is a polished brass chandelier that shines a warm and cosy 

light, creating the perfect relaxing ambience.

KOI Side Table, KOI Rug, MALAY Armchair, BRUBECK Round Suspension Light by DelightFULL

https://www.brabbu.com/product/lighting/saki/suspension-light/?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.brabbu.com/product/casegoods/koi/side-table/?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.brabbu.com/product/rugs/koi/rug-ii/?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/malay/armchair/?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
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The movement started around 1933 and lasted until 1965, growing out of the early 20th century Modernism. 

The colour palette ranges from bright hues in the 1950s to earthy colours in the 1960s; white and pale walls 

with bold and colourful pops create an expensive and luxurious feel. Clearly, the KOI Family fits perfectly in this 

design style. Having the family started in BRABBU, our sister brand Maison Valentina took it to its full potential 

with the KOI Bathtub, a bathtub in matte brass and gold painted (image on the right), the KOI Tall Storage has 

a finish in walnut root, both inside and outside, and aged brass carps on the outside. This walnut root colour 

matches perfectly with another BRABBU product adaptation that is the HUANG Suspension Cabinet, which has 

a structure in walnut root with brushed aged brass hammered details. On top of the cabinet, there is the KOI 

Rectangular Vessel Sink in white marble and the GLIMMER Mirror adds a faint and elegant light with subtle 

lines and crystal details. The YOHO Stool is a tribute to the Yoho National Park and its expansive glaciers and 

impressive waterfalls; made in Carrara marble, this stool adds an exclusive touch to any bathroom.

KOI Tall Storage, HUANG Suspension Cabinet, GLIMMER Mirror, KOI Rectangular Vessel Sink by MAION VALENTINA

MID-CENTURY

https://www.maisonvalentina.net/en/products/mirrors/glimmer-mirror?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.maisonvalentina.net/en/products/suspension-cabinet/huang-suspension-cabinet?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.maisonvalentina.net/en/products/vessel-sinks/koi-rectangular?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.maisonvalentina.net/en/products/display-cases/koi-tall-storage-display-case?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
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KOI Bathtub by MAISON VALENTINA, YOHO Stool, ORIGIN Mounting Floor Mixer with Hand Shower Tap by MAISON VALENTINA

https://www.brabbu.com/product/bathroom/koi/bathtub/?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.maisonvalentina.net/en/products/taps/origin-mounting-floor-mixer-tap-with-hand-shower-tap?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.brabbu.com/product/casegoods/yoho/stool/?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product


232 BATHROOMS NIKU Floor Light, YOHO Stool,  KOI Bathtub by MAISON VALENTINA
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https://www.brabbu.com/product/casegoods/yoho/stool/?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.brabbu.com/product/bathroom/koi/bathtub/?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.brabbu.com/product/lighting/niku/floor-light/?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
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Central colour in Mid-Century style is a natural and warm colour 

like a transition of wood colour. Other colours that are usually 

used are olive green, mustard, orange, yellow, grey, turquoise, and 

black. Those colours match the integrity of nature and the aesthetic 

value of Mid-Century Style. This nature aesthetic is present in 

the ambient on the right, with its eggshell ecru brown blending 

perfectly with the KOI Washbasin, KOI Mirror and KOI Towel Ring 

by MAISON VALENTINA. The image above has the KOI Bathtub 

by MAISON VALENTINA alongside with the YOHO Stool and NIKU 

Floor Light. Yoho National Park is known for its expansive glaciers 

and impressive waterfalls. Made of Carrara marble, YOHO Stool is 

a tribute to this natural beauty. Part of the Kiribati islands group, 

Nikumaroro is known for its incredible coral atoll. It is the beauty of 

its corals that makes NIKU Floor Light a rarity in the lighting world.

KOI Washbasin, KOI Mirror,  KOI Towel Ring by MAISON VALENTINA

https://www.brabbu.com/product/bathroom/koi/washbasin/?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.maisonvalentina.net/en/products/taps/origin-three-hole-mixer-tap?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.maisonvalentina.net/en/products/taps/origin-three-hole-mixer-tap?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.maisonvalentina.net/en/products/mirrors/koi-mirror?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.maisonvalentina.net/en/products/mirrors/koi-mirror?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.brabbu.com/product/bathroom/koi/towel-racks/?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.brabbu.com/product/bathroom/koi/towel-racks/?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
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https://www.brabbu.com/product/bathroom/koi/towel-racks/?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.brabbu.com/product/bathroom/koi/washbasin/?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.maisonvalentina.net/en/products/mirrors/koi-mirror?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
https://www.brabbu.com/product/bathroom/koi/bathtub/?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
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KOI Washbasin, KOI Mirror, KOI Towel Ring, KOI Bathtub by MAISON VALENTINA

https://www.brabbu.com/product/bathroom/koi/bathtub/?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=brabbu&utm_campaign=product
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